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There is an agenda. A huge agenda. It is a Globalist agenda that is in the 
process of inflicting gigantic harm to humanity. It is called the Covid-19 – 
The Great Reset, issued by the World Economic Forum (WEF), authored 
by its founder, Klaus Schwab. If left undisturbed, The Great Reset’s plan 
is a crime of epic dimensions, never seen before in our civilization. Mr. 
Trump did not want to be part of this agenda. 

Donald Trump, for better or for worse, is not a Globalist. He calls himself a 
patriot. He wanted to Make America Great Again (MAGA). Sounds silly? 
Perhaps. But it’s not globalist. Therefore, Mr. Trump was not the guy of the 
Globalist Cabal, currently calling the shots on world events – way above 
Presidents like Donald Trump and those of the other 192 UN member countries. 
This Globalist Cabal has enormous power.  

Joe Biden and his gang respond to this power. 

What is behind Donald Trump’s “silly” idea of MAGA, the western globalist-
brainwashed world cannot understand. It was supposed to bringing the United 
States back to again becoming a sovereign, independent, economically 
autonomous nation. On more occasion than one Mr. Trump said, he wishes the 
same for every nation in the world. He also insinuated that NATOs purpose was 
passé. And he said before his 2016 election, under his Presidency the US 
would no longer be the policeman of the world. He may have tried on all of 
these scores, but the Powers That Be (PTB) had other ideas. 

In foreign policy – interfering in other countries’ affairs – he certainly didn’t act 
according to his pre-election promises (or was not allowed to by the PTB); not in 
Syria, not in Afghanistan, Iraq, Iran, Venezuela, Cuba, North Korea – not in 
Europe, not anywhere in the world where “American interests” are at stake – as 
they euphemistically call “interference” in other sovereign nations’ affairs. 

Especially not in Russia and China. Quarreling with these sovereign nations, 
and menacing them, was a lost cause. He knew it, but it was good for 
cosmetics. It presents well as an international show of upmanship, for 
maintaining the image of a super-power and an emperor. Both of which are long 
gone. But perception is always limping behind facts. 

However, you have to give him this: Against the wishes and pressure of 
the Military Industrial Complex (MIC), Donald Trump did not start any new 
wars. He maintained those started under his predecessors – six active 
ones – give or take a conflict here and there. Thereby keeping he MIC at 
bay. 

Donald Trump obviously did not fit the Globalist agenda. It was not his plan. 
Contrary to what many may think, he had no ambitions for a One World Order 
(OWO), which is clearly the Globalist’s goal. This is the plan behind the Great 



Reset (see this The World Economic Forum (WEF) Knows Best – The Post-
Covid “Great Global Reset”). To achieve completion of the Great Reset, millions 
of people may have to die. 

The Globalist Cabal doesn’t care. Jo Biden doesn’t care. Because Jo 
Biden is a Globalist, as well as his crew, inherited mostly from the Obama 
era – and so is Hillary (on her ―demolish Libya‖ initiative, cynically 
laughing and referring to Muammar Gadhafi: “We came, we saw, he 
died”), still an important figure of this – let me call it what it is – a criminal 
clan. 

The political career of Jo Biden’s was born in the swamp of Washington – and 
the way it looks today, it will end in the swamp of Washington, either with him as 
President – or without him as President. At this age, despite all the noble words 
spoken at his inauguration, Jo Biden will not reform his conscience. “I will be 
President not only for those who voted for me, I will be President also for those 
who didn’t vote for me; I will be President for all Americans.” This slogan-style 
wishy-washy palaver has no meaning. 

There is not one US President who hasn’t used such words, at least during the 
inauguration – and most of them much earlier during their campaigns. “I will 
work to unite our badly divided America again.” When in the last 70 Years were 
the United States united? Never. Will Jo Biden meet the challenge? 

During his inauguration speech, as well as in several previous occasions, 
including the pre-election Presidential Debates, Jo Biden referred to the coming 
“Dark Winter” – hoping that America will get through it without harm. What is the 
“Dark Winter”? – Why the mystery, instead of transparency? Why talk in code-
language, when American people are, as Biden implied, his number one 
priority? 

Did his remark refer to Operation Dark Winter which was a code name for 
a senior-level bio-terrorist attack simulation conducted on June 22–23, 
2001, at Andrews Air Force Base Maryland? The simulation was designed 
to carry out a mock version of a covert and widespread smallpox attack 
on the United States. The simulation was sponsored and carried out by 
the Johns Hopkins Center for Civilian Biodefense Strategies (CCBS) and 
the Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS). Note – the Johns 
Hopkins research and teaching complex is strongly supported by the 
Rockefeller Foundation. 

Does this mean that there is or may be a plan for a biowarfare attack – in the 
form of Ebola, smallpox or a stronger strand of coronavirus? Or any other highly 
infectious and deadly disease? – If so, Mr. Biden, and all the others who 
mentioned a Dark Winter ahead, including Barak Obama, must know 
what’s behind it. And they hide it from the people. 

The insinuation that such a catastrophe may be in the making, without openly 
warning the people, or better, preventing the Dark Winter – is certainly not a 
sign of caring for the people. To the contrary, it shows distain for the people – 
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the lower casts. Sounds like Hillary Clinton’s “Basket of Deplorables” in a 2016 
Presidential campaign speech. Seems, the core of the Dems, as they pan out 
with Jo Bidens election, have a particular flair to feel above the rest of the 
people. 

People, and unity within the United States seem clearly not to be a priority 
preoccupation of Jo Biden’s. Much more important, how can he – or 
rather the team behind him – be a driver in the implementation of the 
globalist agenda, the Great Reset. Because, he, Jo Biden, and the swamp 
behind him are committed to this cause. The Globalist Cabal, chose him 
over a continuation of Donald Trump’s Presidency. 

Never mind that there was massive – but massive, proven voter fraud, 
possibly in the hundreds of thousands, maybe over a million votes were 
added to Biden or electronically switched from Trump to Biden. But Mr. 
Trump’s legal team was not successful in bringing forward and defending 
their evidence before any court, including the US Supreme Court. Imagine 
the Immense power behind this Global Cabal! 

Mr. Trump, like him or not, for his country he had another agenda. He 
wanted to rebuild the US economy again. Bringing back outsourced labor, 
create jobs. His approach may have been inadequate, and at times he 
sounded awkward addressing economic issues, as well as the people. But 
he was not a Globalist, he did not strive for an OWO. That’s why 80 million 
Americans voted for him. They do not want an OWO. Most of the world – 
99.99% – do not want an OWO. 

Those who voted for Trump also sensed that the so-called Dems had not the 
least interest of the people in mind. Never had, at least not since JFK. 

So, Donald Trump did not fit the agenda of the Global Cabal – also called “Deep 
State”. Those, who are way above the President of the US – and the leaders 
(sic) of the world. They are dead-set on implementing the Great Reset – 
grabbing more power for themselves, more wealth – and a technified, digitized, 
robotized world, a totally electronic plutocracy – a technocracy cum tyranny, 
under which the Epsilon-people (lowest cast in Aldous Huxley’s Brave New 
World) will behave and obey as they are digitally ordered – modern slaves – 
own nothing and be happy – the Great Omen of the Great Reset. 

And if their eugenist wish comes through, they, the Globalist Cabal, will 
reign over a massively reduced population. That’s where the current 
western inoculation campaign comes in – all three of the most used 
vaccines, or rather toxic injections – Pfizer-BioNTech, Moderna, 
AstraSeneca – contain mRNA, thus, DNA-altering substances – and have 
so far not proven effective as vaccines. To the contrary, dangerous side 
effects and death rates exceed by far the common measures of traditional 
vaccines. They also contain sterilization and infertility components which 
fits the eugenics agenda well. 



Unfortunately, Russian and Chinese traditional live-attenuated vaccines (a 
weakened form of the virus) that creates a strong and long-lasting immune 
response, are not freely available in the west. Such vaccines do not affect the 
human DNA. However, the methodology is based on decades of experience. 

The imminent question is – why suddenly a new type, never tested before 
vaccine? What is the agenda behind these new types of jabs? Do they have to 
do with the implementation of the Great Reset? – Why are scientists not 
allowed to talk openly about the effects and possibly long-term negative impacts 
of these new-type injections? Why do governments around the globe keep any 
true science about them under wraps – prohibited – censored in the media – 
even forbidden under fine and in extremis arrest in psychiatric wards? 

Why this immense drive to vaccinate everyone as fast as possible – under 
menace “if you are not vaccinated, you cannot move”? – And that for a virus – 
covid-19 – that has a mortality rate approximately comparable to, or in some 
years even less, than the common flu? – See Anthony S. Fauci, Director the 
National Institute of Allergies and Infectious Diseases (NIAID / NIH – USA), in 
“Covid-19 – Navigating the Uncharted”, New England Journal of Medicine – 
NEJM (28 February, 2020): 

If one assumes that the number of asymptomatic or minimally 
symptomatic cases is several times as high as the number of 
reported cases, the case fatality rate may be considerably less 
than 1%. This suggests that the overall clinical consequences of 
Covid-19 may ultimately be more akin to those of a severe 
seasonal influenza (which has a case fatality rate of approximately 
0.1%)… 

Among Jo Biden’s first decisions during his few days as President is an 
increased effort of vaccination – with the mRNA-type vaccines, as well as 
massive testing by the also proven ineffective and an totally inappropriate PCR 
test – in the US. 

He vows to vaccinate 100 million Americans in the first 100 days of his 
Presidency. This is spot-on with the Great Reset and the Globalist Cabal’s 
agenda. He has already been warning about the spread of a new more 
infectious covid-mutation – which would require more of the unpopular 
repressive measures – also further infringing on the already hard-hit economy. 
And if Washington decides to “tighten the screws” on the population (Mme. 
Merkel’s expression), Europe will soon follow suit – and so will all the other 
western world’s vassals. 

Think that’s exaggerated? You may want to read up on the Great Reset and its 
follow-on White Paper, “Resetting the Future of Work Agenda: Disruption and 
Renewal in a Post-COVID World” which is basically an implementation manual 
of the Great Reset. See also The Post Covid World, The WEF’s Diabolical 
Project: “Resetting the Future of Work Agenda” – After “The Great Reset”. A 
Horrifying Future. 
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Following the agenda of the Globalist Cabal is Mr. Biden’s number one priority. 
On his first “work day”, actually on his Inauguration Day, he has not hesitated to 
sign 17 Executive Orders, of which the New York Times says: 
“Despite an inaugural address that called for unity and compromise, Mr. Biden’s 
first actions as president are sharply aimed at sweeping aside former President 
Donald J. Trump’s pandemic response, reversing his environmental agenda, 
tearing down his anti-immigration policies, bolstering the teetering economic 
recovery and restoring federal efforts to promote diversity.” 

Among these measures are returning the US to WHO, making Anthony Fauci, 
Director NIAID / NIH, the head of the U.S. delegation to the organization’s 
Executive Board. “He will jump into the role with a meeting this week”, says the 
NYT. Mr. Fauci has long been known for his conflict of interest with the vaccine 
pharma-companies, and for working hand-in-hand with Bill Gates, who funds up 
to one third of WHO’s budget, and calls the shots on WHO’s vaccination policy. 
What does that say for Jo Biden, other than he plays already on his first day into 
the hands of the Globalist Cabal. 

President Biden also signed a National Mask Mandate – or “the 100 days 
masking challenge”, when every serious scientist says how dangerous wearing 
masks is. However, this is a step towards the Globalist Cabal’s crackdown on 
humanity, that and social distancing, and isolation by quarantining – leading to 
lockdowns after lockdowns – all within a massive fear campaign. This is 
supposed to bring the populace at large to its knees, so that the implementation 
of the horrible steps within the Great Reset will encounter less resistance. 

Mr. Trump never saw lockdowns or mask wearing as the solution to the covid-
19 crisis – an opinion shared by many high-ranking scientists and professors 
the world over. He wanted the already covid-destroyed economy to get back 
running again, as quickly and as closely as possible to “normal” – thereby also 
improving the desperate employment situation of the people. 

You may see the details of Mr. Biden’s 17 first-day Executive Orders here 
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/01/20/us/biden-executive-orders.html 

So, because Mr. Trump didn’t see eye to eye with the Globalist Cabal, he had to 
go. His quest for justice from the High Courts with regard to voter fraud was 
denied. 

The Great Reset agenda, dictated by the Globalist Cabal, is to be 
implemented in its cruelest details under the supervision of the World 
Economic Forum (WEF), the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, the Johns 
Hopkins Institute for Medicine (funded by the Rockefeller Foundation), 
WHO, the IMF, World Bank — and the entire UN apparatus. It is an integral 
part of the UN Agenda 21-30, which depicts to the world the 17 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) as the agenda’s glorious “raison 
d’être”. 

In fact, the Great Reset is the key driver of the UN Agenda 21-30. The SDGs 
are but a noble gesture to tell the Global South how interested the West, or 
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Global North is in the wellbeing of the poor and marginalized people of the 
nations of the Global South, also called Third World or “developing countries”. 

The caveat for the implementation of the SDGs is that the ―developing‖ 
countries are expecting massive funding from the IMF, World Bank and 
regional development banks, as well as western bilateral aid 
organizations, to implement these goals. But, as we know, these 
development assisting funds come with tight strings attached. 

In the case of the SDGs, countries receiving foreign funding from the financial 
gods mentioned before, have to commit to following the rules and dictates of the 
Globalist agenda. i.e. the rules and narrative of the Great Reset. Plus, most of 
the funding comes in the form of loans. That means further debt-
enslavement, further dependence on the west, the Global North, for trade 
and exploitation of their natural resources. 

One may wonder, who needs more development the West / Global North or the 
Global South? – It depends on the criteria of development. It could be – the 
more digitized and uniformly controlled the world population is, the more 
developed it is. Or – alternatively, the more sovereign nations collaborate 
peacefully as independent nations, each with their own culture, their own 
money, their own fiscal policies and social coherence – the more developed, 
equal, just and peaceful the world will become. 

You choose. 
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